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In Wipe Free Space GUI, you can securely erase free space on a file system with one single button
click. This application is very easy to use and quick to erase free space of a file system. Wipe Free
Space GUI Features: * Support for all file systems: ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS, XFS, ReiserFSv3,
ReiserFSv4, FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, MinixFSv1 and MinixFSv2. * Wipe free space on a
partition/drive using the partition or drive letter. (NOTE: You can also wipe free space from a
partition/drive that is used by another partition/drive.) * Possibility to create one or more bootable
CD/DVD/USB media to securely wipe free space on a partition/drive. * Possibility to wipe free space
on a partition/drive using one or more incremental secure wipe methods. * The program has a useful
wizards that allows you to wipe free space in a couple of steps. * Show process progress in real time.
* Possibility to set the free space to be erased in KB, MB, or GB. * Possibility to specify the free
space to be wiped in MB, GB or TB. * Possibility to automatically erase free space on a
partition/drive. * Possibility to specify the free space to be automatically erased in MB, GB or TB. *
Can easily reset the secure erase to wipe free space from beginning. * Support all advanced secure
wipe modes to securely erase free space, including 4-pass HW, 8-pass GUARD, 8-pass XOR, 4-pass
RNG, 8-pass TOTP and 1-pass TOTP. * Possibility to wipe free space with incrementally secure erase.
* Possibility to wipe free space with random secure erase. * Possibility to wipe free space with a
number of overwrites. * Possibility to wipe free space with secure delete. * Possibility to wipe free
space with alternate wipe methods. * Possibility to wipe free space with multiple volumes to be
wiped. * Possibility to wipe free space with multiple bootable media. * Possibility to overwrite free
space before secure wiping process. * Possibility to automatically secure erase and overwrite free
space. * Possibility to show free space after secure wiping process. * Possibility to check free space
status
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Wipe Free Space GUI Free Download is an easy to use application designed for secure erasing of
free space on file systems to prevent recovery of deleted sensitive data. This program will securely
wipe the free space on an ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS, XFS, ReiserFSv3, ReiserFSv4, FAT12, FAT16,
FAT32, MinixFSv1 and MinixFSv2 partition or drive, just like the shred program securely wipes files.
System Requirements: Compatible with Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows
8/Windows 8.1/Windows 10 x86/x64 License: Freeware Secure Wipe Free Space GUI is an easy to
use application designed for secure erasing of free space on file systems to prevent recovery of
deleted sensitive data. This program will securely wipe the free space on an ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS,
XFS, ReiserFSv3, ReiserFSv4, FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, MinixFSv1 and MinixFSv2 partition or drive,
just like the shred program securely wipes files. This is a next generation secure erase utility as it
can secure wipe data written to the hard drive. For example: if you do a simple "del", you'll only get
a "deleted" file in the recycle bin. But if you use this utility and then format the partition, the data
you wrote to the partition is unrecoverable. How it Works: This program securely erases the free
space, instead of overwriting the data on the partition. As this is an invisible process, it will not be
detected by the operating system. - SuperNova is the most advanced FREE and CHEAP reliable data
eraser available today. - SuperNova requires Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows
8 to work. - SuperNova takes advantage of the SAFETY FEATURE that makes the NTFS file system
UNRECOVERABLE AFTER WIPE! - SuperNova is also SAFE for use on RAID arrays, making it the
most advanced FREE and CHEAP secure eraser available today! - SuperNova is a next generation
secure erase utility as it can securely wipe data written to the hard drive. - With SuperNova, all hard
drives can be securely wiped out! - SuperNova is the most 2edc1e01e8
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Wipe Free Space GUI is an easy to use application designed for secure erasing of free space on file
systems to prevent recovery of deleted sensitive data. The default modes of operation secure all free
space. The secure options for files can be fine-grained or all data on a file. The secure options for
directories can be fine-grained or all data on a directory. The secure option for a partition or drive
can be either all data or none. Wipe Free Space GUI does not require root access or Administrator
permission. It is easy to use and doesn't require much CPU usage. Wipe Free Space GUI works by
securely writing over free space on the file systems with random data. No one can recover the data.
The data is overwritten several times. Wipe Free Space GUI also provides a large range of data
erasing options, such as on, by, of, not to and of. Wipe Free Space GUI Features: - Simultaneous
wiping of multiple file systems - Simultaneous wiping of multiple file systems with several modes of
operation - Able to secure entire drive with one click or individual partition with a right-click - Erase
files one by one, all files of a directory, or entire directory. - Efficiently wipes free space of drives
and partitions, including ones with large free space - Erases files from directory and file, including
files inside directories - Work with file systems - ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS, ReiserFS, XFS, ReiserFSv3,
ReiserFSv4, MinixFSv1, MinixFSv2 - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Can
secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none
free space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive
with all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Can secure
partition or drive with all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free
space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive with
all or none free space - Can secure partition or drive with all or none free space - Simultaneously
secure all the free space, one drive or one partition - Simultaneously secure all the free space, one
drive or
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From the makers of free MS tool to wipe free space in less than 20 seconds and no longer need to
follow complicated instructions: the Wipe Free Space is a very easy to use utility. The main function
of the program is to help you securely erase a part of the free space on an ext2, ext3, ext4, NTFS,
XFS, ReiserFSv3, ReiserFSv4, FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, MinixFSv1 and MinixFSv2 partition or drive.
Just select free space on the destination disk (partition) that you want to wipe, and the program will
securely erase the free space on that drive. The free space on the partition can be up to 64GB. The
program supports all NTFS, ReiserFSv3, ReiserFSv4, FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, MinixFSv1, MinixFSv2
and Ext2, Ext3, Ext4 drives. Before wiping free space, you need to select an erase mode for the
partition. The modes include Wipe Free Space, Skip Free Space, Erase All, Wipe Free Space and
Skip Free Space. If you select Skip Free Space mode, you will not erase the free space on that
partition; instead, you will wipe out all the files in the free space on the partition. The last and most
secure mode is Wipe Free Space mode, which will completely erase the free space on the partition.
The Wipe Free Space is easy to use with just one click. You just need to enter the source and
destination disks for free space and then select an erase mode. Once you are done, you can start to
wipe free space on the disk that you have selected, and the program will securely erase the free
space on that partition or drive in just a few seconds. The Wipe Free Space supports drag-and-drop
function. The source or destination disk for free space can be dragged into the main window to set it
as the source or destination drive for wiping free space. There are also two buttons: "Wipe" and
"Skip" for making quick configuration of wiping free space. The Wipe Free Space can read the
current free space on the source or destination drive and displays it for you to select the free space
you want to wipe. The Wipe Free Space is completely virus and adware free. It was not possible to
find a better program for securely wiping free space. Wipe Free Space is the best free tool for
securely erasing free space on file systems to prevent recovery of deleted sensitive data. Wipe Free
Space has many features: It is the only completely virus and adware free tool to securely wipe free
space. It can wipe free space for all file systems, including



System Requirements For Wipe Free Space GUI:

Supported: - Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 - Mac OS X 10.9.5+ - Ubuntu 14.04+ Please note: -
Modern GPUs are recommended for best performance. - Windows 10 users have reported issues
when going full screen. Steam Group: - Join:
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